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Abstract 
Let K,,, be the complete bipartite graph of order 2n. Two players, maker and breaker, 
alternately take previously untaken edges of K,.,, one edge per move, with the breaker going 
first. The game ends when all edges of K,,, have been taken. Then the edges taken by the maker 
induce a graph G. The maker wants G to have as many edge disjoint Hamilton cycles as 
possible, and the breaker wants G to have as few such cycles as possible. We prove that the 
maker can achieve & n edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles for large n. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following two person’s game on the complete bipartite graph K,,,. 
Two players, maker and breaker, alternately take previously untaken edges of K,,,, 
one edge per move, with the breaker going first. The game ends when all edges of 
K,,, have been taken. Then the edges taken by the maker induce a graph G, where 
G has the same vertex set as K,,,. The maker’s objective here is to construct a graph 
G such that G has as many edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles as possible, and the 
breaker’s aim is to prevent such an event. 
It is not obvious at all why the maker can construct a Hamiltonian graph, i.e., 
a graph having at least one Hamilton cycle. One can check that, for n 6 5, the breaker 
can win the game quite easily. Indeed, it is not easy to decide the smallest n such that 
the maker can construct a Hamiltonian graph G on K,.,. We do not attempt to find 
such a number here. Instead, we are going to prove that, for large n, the maker can 
construct a graph G that has & n-edge disjoint Hamilton cycles. 
For more games of this type, see [l-4,6-8]. The terminology of maker and breaker 
was introduced by ChvAtal and Erdiis in [6]. 
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2. Preliminaries 
LetXbeafinitesetandZ= {Al,AZ,..., A,} a family of subsets of X. We say that 
the pair (.%?, X) is a hyper-graph. Each A E S is called an edge of 2, and X is the 
vertex set of z?. We assume that X = uy=, Ai. 
Given such X and x as above, we can define several games on X as follows: 
(1) [r,s; t]-game: Two players, maker and breaker, alternately take previously 
untaken vertices of X, with the breaker going first, such that the breaker takes 
r vertices per move and the maker takes s vertices per move. The game continues until 
all the vertices of X have been taken. The maker’s goal is to take vertices containing at 
least t pairwise disjoint edges of S’. The breaker’s goal, on the other hand, is to 
prevent the maker from achieving his goal. The player who achieves his goal is the 
winner. If the maker has a winning strategy for the [r, s; t]-game, then we say that ~9 is 
[r, s; t]-achievable, or Z is [r, s; t], for short. 
(2) [r,s; t]-avoidance game: This is the counterpart of the [r, s; t]-game. Two 
players, antimaker and antibreaker, alternately take previously untaken vertices of X, 
with the antibreaker going first, such that the antibreaker takes r vertices per move 
and the antimaker takes s vertices per move. The game continues until all the vertices 
of X have been taken. The antimaker’s goal here is to avoid achieving t pairwise 
disjoint edges of I and the antibreaker’s goal is to force the antimaker to achieve 
t such edges. If the antibreaker has a winning strategy for the [r, s; t]-avoidance game, 
then we say that &’ is [r, s; t]-unavoidable. 
(3) [r,s;e, A?]-game: Given $ > E > 0, two players, I and II, alternately take pre- 
viously untaken vertices of X, with I playing first such that he takes r vertices per 
move and II takes s vertices per move. The game continues until all the vertices of 
X have been taken. We say I wins the game if there exists an A E Z, such that I has 
taken at least (1 - E)IA 1 vertices of A. Otherwise, he is the loser. (Note that here the 
‘maker’ is player I.) If r = s = 1, then we just write [E, &‘I, for short. 
(4) [r, s; E, &]-avoidance game: This is the counterpart of (3). In this game, I again 
plays first and his goal is to take fewer than (1 - F.) 1 A ( vertices of A for each A E 2. 
Once again, we call this [E, #]-avoidance game if r = s = 1. 
The following two results are needed. 
Theorem 1 (Beck and Waerden [4]). Ifi > E > 0 and 
1 [2(1 - &)l-&&E]-‘A’ < 1, 
AEJY 2(1 - E) 
then II has a winning strategy for the [E, A?] game. 
Theorem 2 (Lu [7], Lu [S]). Ifi > E > 0, 1 XI is even, and 
1 [2(1 - &)i-&&E]-‘A’ < 1, 
AEJP 
then I has a winning strategy for the [e,Z]-avoidance game. 
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In the next section, we consider a game played on K,,,, the complete bipartite graph 
of order 2n. First, we need some graph terminology. 
All graphs here are simple finite graphs, and undefined terminology can be 
found in [S]. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set Vand edge set E. For A s V, we use G(A) 
to denote the subgraph of G induced by A. For A,B E V, Let 
[A, B], = {ab E E(G) 1 a # 6, a E A, b E B}, and ec(A, B) = 1 [A, B]o I. We write [A, B] 
for CA, BIK,. 
A bipartite graph G = (V, E) is a graph for which we can partition V = X u Y such 
that E E [X, Y]. In this case we also use the notation G = (X, Y; E). The graph G is 
called a balanced bipartite graph if IX 1 = ) YI. 
Let G = (X, Y; E) be a balanced bipartite graph. An independent vertex set A is said 
to be balanced if 11 A A XI - (A n Y 11 < 1. We define the balanced independence 
number a*(G) to be the maximum cardinality of a balanced independent vertex set. 
This quantity is much more sensitive than the ordinary independence number for 
bipartite graphs. For example, the complete bipartite graph K,,, has balanced inde- 
pendence number 1, and the graph consisting of n independent edges has balanced 
independence number n, although both have independence number n. 
We proved the following result in [9, lo]. 
Theorem 3. Zf G is a balanced bipartite graph such that a*(G) < K(G), then G is 
Hamiltonian, where rc(G) is the vertex-connectivity of G. 
Lets = (F1,Fz,... } be a family of graphs, and G be a graph of order n. Let gG be 
the family of all those subgraphs G* of G such that G* is isomorphic to some F E 9. 
Let X = E(G) be our game board. A winning set is an edge set A E E such that 
G(A) E Fo. If we let s(G, 9) be the family of all such winning sets A, then we have 
the corresponding [r, s; t-j-achievement game and [r, s; t]-avoidance game. We say 
9 is [r, s; t] on G if Z(G, 96) is [r, s; t]. Similarly, we say that 9 is [r, s; t]-unavoidable 
on G if Z(G, 9) is. If 9 consists of only one graph F, then we also say that F is [r, s; t] 
on G or [r, s; t]-unavoidable on G, as appropriate. 
3. Hamiltonian Games on K,,+ 
Let Cz,, be the cycle of length 2n, and K,,, the complete graph of order 2n. 
Theorem 4. There exists an integer N, such that ij”n 3 N, then Czn is [l, 1; & n] on K,,,. 
For the avoidance game, we just state the result and omit the proof. 
Theorem 5. There exists an integer N, such that if n 3 N, then CZ,, is [l, 1; & nl- 
unavoidable on K,,, 
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Indeed, we believe that the constant & in Theorems 4 and 5 is far from the best, and 
make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1. Given E > 0, there exists N = N(E) such that if n > N, then Cz. is 
[l, 1; i(l - .s)n]-achievable and [l, 1; $(l - s)n]-unavoidable. 
We will prove Theorem 4 in Section 4. Here we develop some preliminaries. 
Let G = (U, V; E) be a balanced bipartite graph with I U 1 = 1 VJ = n. If A E U, 
B c V, then A = U-AandB=V-B,andasusual[A,B]={xyIxEA,yEB). 
We call G a (1, p, v)-bipartite graph if the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(1) lEn{[A,~]u[~,B]}l~~(lAl(n-JBl)+lBl(n-lAl))=~((a+~)~-2~~), 
for all A E U, B E V, where a = IAl and b = IBI. 
(2) IEn[A,B](>~JAIJBI,forallA E U, Bg VwithJAl=JBI=rvn]. 
Lemma 1. Zf G is a (1, ,u, v)-bipartite graph, then 
(a) a*(G) < 2vn ifp > 0, and 
(b) K(G) > (2n/(4 - A)) n. 
Proof. The first statement is trivial. To prove (b), let S u T be a vertex cut such that 
S E U and T E V. Then G - S - T is a disconnected graph. Choose a component 
(A, B;F) of G - S - T such that I A( + I BI is as small as possible, and let a = ) Al, 
b = ) BI, s = ISI, t = ( T(. Then a + b < (2n - s - t)/2 = n - (s + t)/2, and at + bs > 
IEn{[A,B]u[A;B]}I3I((u+b)n-2ub). Let k=u+b, then ut+bs< 
k(s + t), (a + b)n - 2ub 2 kn - k2/2. So k(t + s) 2 Ak(n - k/2), which gives that 
s + t > (2L/(4 - A)) n. 0 
From Lemma 1 and Theorem 3, we have the following result. 
Theorem 6. Let G be a (1, p, v)-bipartite graph dejined us before. Then G is Humiltoniun 
if ,u > 0 and 2vn < (2n/(4 - A)) n, i.e., v < (I/(4 - A)). 
Lemma 2. Let G be a (n,p, v)-bipartite graph and G* a graph obtained from G by 
deleting In Hamilton cycles. Then G* is a (J*,p*,v*)-bipartite graph with A* = 2 - 41, 
p* = p - 21/v, and v* = v. 
Proof. Let A E U, B E V, a = IAI, b = IBI, and E* = E(G*). We must show 
(a) IE* n {[A,B] u [&B])I > I*[(u + b)n - 2ub], and 
(b) IE* n [A,B]I ap*IAIIBI for [A( = JBI =rvnl. 
To prove (a), we may assume I Al + ) B I = a + b < n, for otherwise, we could choose 
- -. 
A,BmsteadofAand B. WehaveIE* n {[A,B] u [/TB])l aI[(u+ b)n-2ub] - 
2(u + b)ln, and we are looking for a 1* such that J[(u + b)n - 2ub] - 2(u + b)ln > 1* 
[(a + b)n - 2ub]. Rearranging we get 
1 ub 1 --~ 
2 n(u + b) >‘m* 
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Since u + b < n, the left-hand side is at least l/4. We therefore can choose 
A* = l - 41. 
For(b),supposea=1Al=IBI=b=r 1 vn ~vn.ThenJE*n[A,B]I~(En[A,B](- 
21an 2 pa2 - 21an 2 (p - 21n/a)a2 > (p - 21/v)a2. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 3, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. With notation as in Lemma 2, if 21/p < v 6 (A - 41)/(4 - A + 41), then G* is 
still Hamiltonian. 
4. Proof of Theorem 4 
Given v, let 
X:(v)= {[A,B]IA E U, B c V, IA( = IBI =rvnl}, 
Z’; = {[A$] u [&B](A E U, B c I’} 
and 
x*(v) = X?(v) u x2*. 
Lemma 4. Given 1 > v > 0, f > E > 0, there exists N = N(E, v), such that ifn 2 N, then 
II has a winning strategy for the [E, .X*(v)] game. 
Proof. For convenience, we write vn instead of r vnl. Let (A, B) = [A, B] u [_.& B]. By 
Theorem 1, we only need to check that 
1 c-a* + c y(a+b)n+Zab ~ 0 as n-+ 00, (1) 
tABI E H:(v) CAB) ??H::l $a+b<n 
where a = IAl, b = JBI, and c = 2(1 -E) (l -e)~E (The restriction to a + b < n in the .
second sum is valid because (A, B) = (2, B).) 
We write the left-hand side of (1) as I, + J1, + Jzn with 
J2,, = 2 1 c-“” 
a=1 0 
and must show that each of these quantities tends to 0 as n + 00. 
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For I, this is immediate from ($n) < (E)““, and similarly for Jz, since 
Finally, we may bound the summand in J1, by 
c - (a + b)n + (a + bj2/Z 
< (en)'+bC-(~+b)ln-(a+b)/21 
< (enc ) , -n/2 o+b 
which clearly implies J1, + 0. 0 
Let d = $ - E’, where E’ E (0,1/2), and consider the [A, Z*(v)] game. As a conse- 
quence of Lemma 4, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Given 1, ifn is sujficiently large and the maker (as the second player) uses II’s 
winning strategy for the [A, A?*(V)] g ame, then hisjnal graph G is an (A, 1, v)-bipartite 
graph. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since G is an (&A, v)-bipartite graph with 1= : - E’, this graph 
contains In edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles if, by Lemma 3, 
21 21 II - 41 
-=--<v,< 
p 1 4 - 1 + 41. 
Such a v can be chosen if 21/A < (A - 41)/(4 - ,? + 41), i.e., if 
EC 
- (4 + 2) + ,/(4 + 2)’ + 81’ 
8 
Choosing E’ small enough, we have 
1 
7ic 
- (4 + 1) + ,/(4 + A)’ + 81’ 
8 
and thus our theorem. 0 
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